Introduction
Enjoy the beautiful scenery with Nile Valley Travel as you cruise the Nile on a 5-day journey
from Luxor to Aswan. Sightseeing with a private guide, entrance fees and meals are included on
a luxuriously relaxing cruise on Egypt's famous river. Scheduled privately guided tours on the
cruise include the Valley of the Kings, Karnak and Luxor Temples, Edfu Temple, Kom Ombo
and the beautiful Philae Temple in Aswan. As the tours are private, you can plan your itinerary
with your guide during the cruise. The deluxe Nile cruiser M/S world has an onboard restaurant,
lounges and reading areas, a discotheque, swimming pool with jacuzzi, large shaded sundeck
with bar, massage service, boutique, gift shop and laundry service. Evening entertainment may
include Nubian music and dancers, a Galabayeh night and belly dancing. The cruiser's 58 airconditioned cabins have private facilities and satellite TV. With all meals, accommodation and
sightseeing included, your M/S world cruise on the Nile River makes your journey into ancient
Egypt as relaxed and enjoyable as possible. And with your own private guide to lead the way at
each of the stops, you'll gain valuable insights into Egypt's ancient history and civilization on this
laidback but informative cruise.

Highlights






Five-day River Nile cruise from Luxor to Aswan
Scheduled guided tours include Valley of the Kings, Karnak and Luxor Temples, Edfu
Temple, Kom Ombo and Philae Temple in Aswan
Optional tours available, including Abu Simbel, hot-air balloon flight over Luxor and
Aswan sound and light show
Evening entertainment including Nubian music and dancers, a Galabayeh night and belly
dancing
All meals included, featuring a mix of Egyptian and Western food




Enjoy privileged, personalized attention from your expert Egyptologist guide on this
cruise
Pick-up and drop-off from Aswan hotels, airport or port.

What You Can Expect
5-Day Nile River Cruise with Private Guide from Luxor to Aswan
Scheduled guided tours on the cruise include the Valley of the Kings, Karnak and Luxor
Temples, Edfu Temple, Kom Ombo and the beautiful Philae Temple in Aswan. Upgrade
to a private tour, and you can plan your itinerary with your guide during the cruise.
The deluxe Nile cruiser M/s world has an onboard restaurant, lounges and reading areas,
a discotheque, swimming pool with jacuzzi, large shaded sundeck with bar, massage
service, boutique, gift shop and laundry service. Evening entertainment may include
Nubian music and dancers, a Galabayeh night and belly dancing. The cruiser's 58 airconditioned cabins have private facilities and satellite TV, and you can choose from three
cabin types (see below).
With all meals, accommodation and sightseeing included, your M/s world cruise on the
Nile River makes your journey into ancient Egypt as relaxed and enjoyable as possible.
You'll gain valuable insights into Egypt's ancient history and civilization on this laidback
but informative cruise.

Itinerary

Day 1- Monday 30th. March 2015 Luxor
You will be picked up from airport , Train Station or your own booked hotel at Luxor. At Luxor
airport your represantative will be waiting you. He will be holding sign with your name on it.
After get your luggage and transferred to your nile cruise ship. After check in you will visit East
& West Bank Firstly arrive to the East Bank to visit the Luxor Temple and the Karnak Temple.
Karnak Temple is most beautiful and biggest temple. Then you will cross to the West Bank to
discover the Necropolis of Thebes, Valley of the Kings, There are 62 found tombs. You will visit
three of them : most colorfull one, unfinished one and first found one. There are another 60
tombs to be find here.Then you will visit temple of Queen Hatshepsut. Hatshepsut is only Queen
and her statues made with beard and very strong. She is first Queen who made trade. You will be
visit also Alabaster Company. This is chance to see The light marble vases. You will be visited
the Colossi of Memnon.. Overnight stay in Luxor.

Day 2 – Tuesday 31st. March 2015 Luxor-Esna-Edfu
After breakfast you will sail to Esna and cross the lock in the afternoon. On way to Esna you will
see shopping boats near your cruise. This is different shopping experience. They will sail near
your cruise. Esna Temple is smallest one. After lunch time you will sail to Edfu. Overnight stay
in Edfu.
Day 3 –Wednesday 1st. April 2015 Edfu-Kom Ombo-Aswan
After breakfast you will visit the Horus Temple; Edfu Temple. Horus is son of Isis. After lunch
visit Kom Ombo Temple. This temple is only Temple which made for two God, Sobek and
Horus. Sobek is crocodile God. Overnight stay in Aswan.

Day 4 – Thursday 2nd. April 2015 Aswan
After breakfast you will visit the Philae Temple. This Temple is Isis's Temple who is Beautiy
Goddess. You will take small boat when you go Philae Temple. Then enjoy a felucca ride around
Elephantine Island and the Botanical Gardens. After lunch you will visit High Dam and pass by
the Old Dam. Overnight stay in Aswan.
Day 5 – Friday 3rd. March 2015 Aswan
After check out you will be transferred to airport with air conditioned private van. Hope to
welcome you soon. After check out you will be transferred to airport with air conditioned private

van. Hope to welcome you soon. Optional Tour : Abu Simbel Tour By Plane : You will be
picked up from your cruiser in the early morning to take the flight to Abu Simbel. Arrive Abu
Simbel, transfer to the Rock Temples of Ramses II and Nefertari. After visit fly back to Aswan.
You will be transferred back to your cruise. Optional Tour : Abu Simbel Tour By Bus: You will
be picked up from your hotel in the early morning to take the bus to Abu Simbel. Arrive Abu
Simbel, transfer to the Rock Temples of Ramses II and Nefertari. After visits you will take the
bus to Aswan. You will be transferred back to your hotel.

What the 5 Days / 4 Nights Nile Cruise Program Prices Included:

















A complimentary arrival Luxor Airport or Luxor Railway Station transfer to Nile
Cruise Boat in Luxor in the first day of your Nile Cruise Program.
Meet and assist service upon arrival & departure.
Assistance of our personal during your stay and Excursions.
4 Nights Accommodation on Nile cruise boat on full board basis.
Tour to Karnak and Luxor Temples
Tour to Valley of the Kings, Hatshepsut Temple and The Colossi of Memnon
Tour to Edfu Temple by Horse Carriage
Tour to Kom Ombo Temple
Tour to Philae Temple, The Unfinished Obelisk and The High Dam
Motorboat to Philae Temple
1 Hour Felucca Ride in Aswan
Entrance fees to the above mentioned Sights.
Services of experienced Egyptologist Tour Guide joined you in the Sightseeing
All transfers by Air-conditioned non-smoking coach or mini-bus
All service charges and taxes
A complimentary departure Aswan Airport or Aswan Railway Station transfer from
Nile Cruise Boat in Aswan in the ends day of your Nile Cruise Program.

What the Nile Cruise Price not included:





Any extras not mentioned in the included section.
Optional Excursions.
Personal expenses.
Tipping.

Optional Tour activities
o

Karnak Temple Sound and Light Show in Luxor
Tour Highlight
The Karnak Sound and Light Show highlights the dramatic history of ancient Thebes. The show
narrates the achievements of some great Pharaohs, with poetic descriptions of the ancient
treasures. As visitors walk through the complex of temples, pharaohs arise to tell the story of
their interesting lives, as haunting music mysteriously flows through this ancient city. Ancient
and poetic voices tell the visitors about the birth of Karnak temple and the heroic achievements
of pharaohs and god Amun. It is an enchanting and supernatural experience to listen to sound
effects and gaze at the magnificent ruins illuminated during the well-presented show.

It is one of the most important temples of the city of Luxor; its construction started in the reign
of King Seti I, and was completed during the reign of King Ramses II. It is located three
kilometers to the north of Luxor temple. it eas built for the worship of the sacred trinity of
Tehbes, Amoun-Re, his Wife, Moot, and son.
It is considered the largest temples of the ancient world. Its construction began in the reign of the
central state, about 2000 BC. At that time, it was not built at that level of magnitude, however, in
the modern state, to which King Tut Ankh Amun and King Ramsis are affiliated; a magnificent
temple was built on the ruins of this temple that embodied the magnitude of the Egyptian vast
empire. During the following dynasties, each king added more to the temple as in adulation to
gods and out of desire of getting popularity among the members of the people.
Itinerary
Pick up from your hotel to enjoy an enchanting time at one of Egypt’s finest outdoor spectacles
at Karnak Temple. Here the history of the great Pharaohs of the 18th and 19th dynasties is
narrated with dramatic sound and light effects. Walking through the darkened temple to the
sacred lake, the ancient history of this awe inspiring temple complex will come alive.
After finishing your tour we will transfer you back to your hotel and that is the end of our
Services.
The Karnak Temple show Timetable
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The Fourth Show are presented upon previous reservation.

Tour Prices Inclusions
Pick up services from your Hotel or Nile Cruise Boat in Luxor and return
All transfers by Air-conditioned non-smoking coach or mini-bus
Services of experienced Egyptologist Tour Guide joined you in the Tour
Entrance fees to the mentioned sights of Sound & Light At Karnak Temple
All service charges and taxes
Tour Prices Exclusions
Any extras not mentioned in the program
Tipping
Useful Information

The Monument
The Temple of Karnak itself is actually made up of three main temples, several smaller walled
temples and a large sacred lake. The three main temples are dedicated to Amun, his goddess wife
Mut, and the god Montu. The museum contains a collection of statuary that was found
throughout the temple complex.
Karnak Temple is reached by a grand avenue lined on each side with ram-headed sphinxes,
originally nearly two miles long. Visitors then pass through the massive Hypostyle Hall, famous
for its rows and rows of columns. The paint at the tops of the columns can still be seen today,
thousands of years after it was applied by the careful brush of an ancient Egyptian painter.
This room is 54,000 square feet and has 134 columns, and to this day it is the largest room of any
of the world’s religious buildings. Queen Hatshepsut, who challenged ancient Egyptian history
by becoming the first female pharaoh, was aware of how important Karnak was, and she had her
thoughts inscribed on a towering obelisk: ‘O ye people who see this monument in years to come
and speak of that which I have made, beware lest you say, ‘I know not why it was done’. I did it
because I wished to make a gift for my father Amun, and to gild them with electrum.
Karnak Temple Sound and Light show information
Referred to as the world’s largest open air museum, Luxor, known as Thebes in ancient times, is
home to some of the most spectacular monuments of the ancient world, Perhaps one of the most
astounding areas in Luxor is the temple complex of Karnak. The largest temple complex ever
built by man, Karnak represents the combined achievement of many generations of ancient
builders.
Passing through the gates of Luxor, every visitor is astounded by the expansive city made
immortal by its gigantic monuments. Though much of Luxor and Karnak are in ruins, the site
remains one of the crown achievements of ancient Egypt. The massive columns of Karnak once
supported heavy ceilings, but today they are open to the sky. With a little imagination, the
visitors of today can be transported back in time to the days of the pharaohs. Over a period of
1300 years, the temples built at Karnak became an entire city of monuments.
All Timing are in Local Time
Please note that the show schedule might change at any time. Please check our website to make
sure you are updated with the latest show times.
What the budget of this Tour?
Dear Clients please knows that the tour price cover the services stated in the “Inclusions” section
only of this page

What you needs?
Camera and a supply of films.
What the Minimum of this Tour?
The Tour run minimum of two persons in case of Single Traveler it will be a different rate, for
that case there will be a supplement of 100% of the Tour Rates.
Prices
Prices are quoted in US Dollars per person per Tour and valid year around.
Tour Duration: Around 2 Hours
Tour Type: Dramatic Historical talk
Price Per Package $45

o

Hot Air Balloon Ride Trip In Luxor Egypt
Tour Highlight & Itinerary
In the Early morning pick up from your Hotel to Experience the unforgettable joy of flying in a
Hot Air Balloon. View the Magnificent Tombs and Temples and the surrounding countryside
whilst peacefully drifting over the historical monuments. See the scenes of daily Life and feel the
atmosphere of ancient times.
A hot-air balloon flight is unique from all other experiences of flight as there is no sensation of
motion. Traveling at heights of up to 1500 feet, the feeling is one of peace and tranquility. The
earth slowly descends and rotates below you. Within moments after lifting off you become at
ease while you effortlessly drift over the treetops and the spectacular Luxor landscape. It is like a
dream to gently float over the countryside in complete harmony with your surroundings. Then
After finish your trip transfer you back to your Hotel and that is the end of our Services.

Tour Prices Inclusions
Pick up Service from your hotel & return
Transfer by air conditioned bus
A bottle of water during your trip
Motor boat to transfer to the West Bank
45 minutes ride in Hot Air Balloon, in the sky of Luxor
Flight certificate
All service charges and taxes
Tour Prices Exclusions
Any extras not mentioned in the program
Tipping
Useful Information:
The Balloon is scheduled to take off at 5:30 a.m. and the ride takes 45 minutes
Departure time may vary depending on sun rise time
The hotel pick-up takes place 45 minutes before take-off scheduled time
What the budget of this Tour?
Dear Clients please knows that the tour price cover the services stated in the “Inclusions” section
only of this page.
What you needs?
Camera and a supply of film
What should I wear?

Please dress casually – jeans and flat heeled shoes. Although we usually land close to a road, you
may be walking through fields. It is no colder in the balloon than on the ground, yet you may
wish to bring a light jacket. Layered clothing is best
Where I will fly?
The Hot Air Balloon crew studies the prevailing winds at different elevations and selects a takeoff site that will provide the best flight-path possible. The pilot ascends and descends to find air
currents that are moving in the desired direction. Balloons can only travel with the wind, but our
skilled pilots direct the balloon throughout the flight and it often appears as if the balloon was
steered!
What does it feel like during the flight?
Once aloft you will not notice turbulence or wind as you become one with the air currents. The
basket hangs motionless in the air-mass in which it is suspended. In the calm conditions in which
we fly there is nothing that can make the basket sway and the sense of movement is much more
subtle than an elevator ride. The feeling is one of peace as we drift over treetops and float over
the countryside. Vertigo is almost never experienced and we are always happy to accommodate
our passengers if they prefer low altitude flights. Some passengers describe the sensation they
feel on our flights as “tranquil” and “romantic” while others describe the flight as “gentle and
calm.
Do passengers sit or stand during the flight?
Passengers normally stand in the basket during flights; however the Hot Air Balloon Crew can
accommodate those passengers who need to be seated.
When do we fly?
We fly early in the morning because this time of day provides calm, cool air for gentle and stable
flights, soft landings and maximum lifting capacity of the balloon. It is also the ideal time for
photography, with splendid colours and contrasts and the beauty of the sunrise.
What about weather conditions?
Before you fly, the Hot Air Balloon crew checks the weather. We can generally fly with wind
speeds up to 10 miles per hour.
Do we fly if it’s raining?
Light rain is not a problem when the wind conditions are stable, although we would not schedule
a flight when rain was anticipated as it would add considerable weight to the fabric. Often rain

can be associated with instability and unpredictable winds which is actually more disturbing to
us as the volume of the balloon is so great. Cloudy conditions often give some of the best
conditions for flying although the photographer might be disappointed.
Is it safe?
Balloon flight is as safe as traveling on an airliner operated by one of the world’s major carriers.
The technical systems are very simple and there is almost nothing that can go wrong. Many
people who don’t like the claustrophobia of an airplane feel very comfortable in the balloon
basket.
Prices
Prices are quoted in US Dollars per person per Tour and valid year around.
Notes:
The Balloon is scheduled to take off at 5:30 a.m. and the ride takes 45 minutes
Departure time may vary depending on sun rise time
The hotel pick-up takes place 45 minutes before take-off scheduled time
Kindly know all above information are taken from the Hot Air Balloon Company Brochure.
www.egypt-nile-cruise.com is not responsible for any change or false information published by
the Hot Air Balloon Companies.
The Hot Air Balloon Bookings are subjects to the Hot Air Balloon Companies Terms &
Conditions

Tour Duration: Around 2 Hours
Tour Type: Guided Tour
Price Per Package $120

o

Abu Simbel Temple Trip By Flight From Aswan
Tour Highlight
You will enjoy visiting the two temples of Abu Simbel, with their unique style, are considered
the masterpieces of ancient Egypt.
Itinerary
We will pick you up from your hotel in Aswan to fly to Abu Simble which its main attraction
being the great sun temple of RamsesII and the temple of queen Nefertari . Both temples was
discovered in 1813 it was almost completely covered with sand. Then both temples were moved
in 1960 by the help of Egyptian government and UNESCO to avoid the rising water of the Nile.
Ramses II built the temple mostly to honor himself as inside there is a mural depicting his
famous victory at Qadesh battle where his army defeated his enemies. On the north of Ramses
temple, the Nefertrai Temple which was built by Ramses II to his favorite wife queen Nefertai
among other 200 wives and concubines. After finishing the visit you will fly back to Aswan and
then you will be driven back to your Hotel in Aswan and that is the end of our Services.
Tour Prices Inclusions
Pick up services from your hotel in Aswan and return
Flight ticket Aswan / Abu Simbel / Aswan
All transfers by Air-conditioned non-smoking coach or mini-bus
Assistance of our personal during the day tour
Services of experienced Egyptologist Tour Guide joined you in the Tour
Entrance fees to the mentioned sights of Abu Simbel
2 bottles of mineral water per Tour
All service charges and taxes included in tour price

Tour Prices Exclusions
Any extras not mentioned in the program
Tipping
Useful Information:
What the budget of this Tour?
Dear Clients please knows that the tour price cover the services stated in the “Inclusions” section
only of this page.
What you needs?
Camera and a supply of film – Hat – Sun block – Comfortable Footwear
Prices
Prices are quoted in US Dollars per person per Tour and valid year around.

Tour Duration: Around 6 Hours
Tour Type: Guided Tour
Price Per Package $280

o

Abu Simbel Temple Tour By Vehicle From Aswan
Tour Highlight
Visit Abu Simbel’s Great Temple of Ramses II and smaller Temple of Hathor, Egypt’s mostvisited sites after the Great Pyramids.

Itinerary
We pick you up from your hotel in Aswan by our modern air-conditioned vehicle a companioned
with your tour guide. To enjoy the two Temples of Abu Simbel, with their unique style, are
considered to be the masterpieces of ancient Egypt. They reflect the glory and grandeur of the
new Kingdom. The Egyptian government and UNESCO decided to co-operate in order to save
these temples from the flood. The Temple of Ramsses II was dedicated to the four universal gods
Ptah, Re-Her-Akhtey, Amun-Re, and to Ramsses II himself. The great Abu Simbel temple is also
called The Sun Temple of Ramssess II.The Temple of Queen Nefertari is also Called Temple of
Hathor who was the wife of the Sun God so in a symbolic way, the two Temples, that of
Ramsses II and that of Nefertari, bring Ramesses II, Nefertari, Hathor and the Sun God together
as one. Then drive back to your Hotel in Aswan and that is the end of our Services.
Tour Prices Inclusions
Pick up services from your hotel in Aswan and return
All transfers by Air-conditioned non-smoking coach or mini-bus
Services of experienced Egyptologist Tour Guide joined you in the Tour
Entrance fees to the mentioned sights of Abu Simbel
2 bottles of mineral water per Tour
All service charges and taxes
Tour Prices Exclusions
Any extras not mentioned in the program
Tipping
Useful Information:
What the budget of this Tour?
Dear Clients please knows that the tour price cover the services stated in the “Inclusions” section
only of this page.
What you needs?
Camera and a supply of film – Hat – Sun block – Comfortable Footwear

What the Minimum of this Tour?
The Tour run minimum of two persons in case of Single Traveler it will be a different rate, For
that case there will be a supplement of 100% of the Tour Rates.
Prices
Prices are quoted in US Dollars per person per Tour and valid year around.

Tour Duration: Around 10 Hours
Tour Type: Guided Tour
Price Per Package $120

o

Philae Temple Sound And Light Show In Aswan
Tour Highlight
At each Philae Sound and Light show, the Egyptian gods and goddesses are, like Osiris,
resurrected before our eyes to tell us their life stories. The myth of Isis and Osiris comes to life
through dazzling lights and capturing music, with sounds from the deepest bottoms of ancient
history. This show brings history and the past to life, making you feel the temple alive around
you; the myth is resurrected. The presents the myth of Osiris, the goddess of death and his
beloved wife Isis, who resurrected her husband using life rituals after being killed by his brother,
Set, the God of Evil in ancient Egypt.
The name Philae comes from the ancient Egyptian word Pilak, which means “the remote place.”
A large number of temples were constructed on the island of “Philae”, perhaps the oldest of these
temples is dating back to the reign of King Thutmose III (1490-1436 BC). In the fourth century
BC, King “Nectanebo” (378-341 BC) built a giant temple, then “Ptolemy Veladlv”, third century

BC, built his great temple, and then followed by many of the Ptolemaic kings and Roman rulers;
the most famous of it is the “bed of the Pharaoh.”
Itinerary
Pick up from your hotel to Spend the evening while enjoying the Sound and Light Show at
Philae Temple, Which takes you on a narrated journey to discover the legends of Goddess Isis &
God Osiris. There is a marvels story for this temple, since early century, the site of Philae was
flooded for six months each year. An incredible restoration program was undertaken in the
1960s, and the Temple was moved stone by stone to the current location. Enjoy the spectacular
lights of the multimedia presentations which vividly reveals the form and majesty of this ancient
site and walk through the magnificent temple as its history is narrated.
After finishing your tour we will transfer you back to your hotel and that is the end of our
Services.
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The Fourth Show are presented upon previous reservation
Notes:
The tourist whom birthday is on the same day, he’ll be offered a free ticket and some sound and
light products.
Tour Prices Inclusions
Pick up services from your Hotel or Nile Cruise Boat in Aswan and return
All transfers by Air-conditioned non-smoking coach or mini-bus
Entrance fees to the mentioned sights of Sound & Light at Philae Temple
A bottle of mineral water per Tour
All service charges and taxes
Tour Prices Exclusions
Any extras not mentioned in the program
Tipping
Useful Information
The Monument

At each Philae Sound and Light show, the Egyptian gods and goddesses are, like Osiris,
resurrected before our eyes to tell us their life stories. The myth of Isis and Osiris comes to life
through dazzling lights and capturing music, with sounds from the deepest bottoms of ancient
history. This show brings history and the past to life, making you feel the temple alive around
you; the myth is resurrected. The presents the myth of Osiris, the goddess of death and his
beloved wife Isis, who resurrected her husband using life rituals after being killed by his brother,
Set, the God of Evil in ancient Egypt.
The name Philae comes from the ancient Egyptian word Pilak, which means “the remote place.”
A large number of temples were constructed on the island of “Philae”, perhaps the oldest of these
temples is dating back to the reign of King Thutmose III (1490-1436 BC). In the fourth century
BC, King “Nectanebo” (378-341 BC) built a giant temple, then “Ptolemy Veladlv”, third century
BC, built his great temple, and then followed by many of the Ptolemaic kings and Roman rulers;
the most famous of it is the “bed of the Pharaoh.”
Philae Temple Sound and Light show information
When Amelia Edwards, the famous British travel writer, first visited Philae in 1873, her
captivating words about the experience still apply today: “The approach by water is quite the
most beautiful. Seen from the level of a small boat, the island, with its palms, its colonnades, its
pylons, seems to rise out of the river like a mirage. Piled rocks frame it on either side, or the
purple mountains close up the distance. As the boat glides nearer between glistening boulders,
those sculptured towers rise higher and even higher against the sky. All looks solid, stately,
perfect. One forgets for the moment that anything is changed. If a sound of antique chanting
were to be borne along the quiet air, if a procession of white-robed priests bearing aloft the
veiled ark of the God, were to come sweeping round between the palms and pylons, we should
not think it strange.”
All Timing are in Local Time
Please note that the show schedule might change at any time. Please check our website to make
sure you are updated with the latest show times.
What the budget of this Tour?
Dear Clients please knows that the tour price cover the services stated in the “Inclusions” section
only of this page.
What you needs?
Camera and a supply of film

What the Minimum of this Tour?
The Tour run minimum of two persons in case of Single Traveler it will be a different rate, for
that case there will be a supplement of 100% of the Tour Rates.
Prices
Prices are quoted in US Dollars per person per Tour and valid year around.
Tour Duration: Around 2 Hours
Tour Type: Dramatic Historical talk
Price Per Package $45

o

Nubian Village Trip By Felucca
Prices Per Person: 35 USD$
Tour Duration: Around 2 Hours
Tour Type: Guided Tour
Tour Departs: Every Day
Highlights: Nubian Village
Tour Highlight
Discover the simple and natural life of the very kind and hospitable Nubian people by Felucca
ride.
Itinerary
Pick you up from your Hotel than we take felucca ride to the Nubian Village which at the bottom
of Elephantine Island, there you going to discover the simple and natural life of the very kind and
hospitable Nubian people. After finished your tour return to your hotel and that is the end of our
services. and then you will be driven back to your hotel in Aswan and that is the end of our
Services.

Tour Prices Inclusions
Pick up services from your hotel in Aswan and return
All transfers by Air-conditioned non-smoking coach or mini-bus
English assistant during your tour
A bottle of mineral water per during the trip
All service charges and taxes
Tour Prices Exclusions
Any extras not mentioned in the program
Tipping
Useful Information:
What the budget of this Tour?
Dear Clients please knows that the tour price cover the services stated in the “Inclusions” section
only of this page.
What you needs?
Camera and a supply of film
What the Minimum of this Tour?
The Tour run minimum of two persons in case of Single Traveler it will be a different rate, For
that case there will be a supplement of 100% of the Tour Rates.
Prices
Prices are quoted in US Dollars per person per Tour and valid year around

